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Bandall High Performance
Print & Band
› Maximum print
› Increased uptime
› Product identification
› Precision and continuity
› Efficiency and savings
•
There is no limit to the area that can be
printed on each band. Unique to Bandall!

Enhance communications with maximum print possibilities

Unique to Bandall’s High Performance
Print & Band model with integrated printer
is the added capability for unlimited printing
in any number of positions over the entire
width and length of the 360° band.

Product identification
Maximise on efficiency with this flexible labelling
concept. For example, your product is offered in a wide
range – say flavours, fillings – each with a long list of
ingredients and nutritional values, and a change in these
details is required. A simple update to the print means
no new orders of packaging are necessary, avoiding
increased costs, packaging waste and handling.

•
Maximum flexibility
and efficiency

•
A separate band with varying
content or languages saves on
packaging costs

Increase uptime
Data management is assured with high speed intelligent
printing onto pre printed or unprinted paper or film
banding at application. EAN codes, use-by dates,
promotional texts and logos – increase uptime by printing
these without introducing additional processes.
Also, it is possible to preset the print for several batches
ensuring no time wasted between products.

Unlimited print positions: a 360° band,
precise positioning of the band on each
and every package, and printing preset
to any number of positions on each band
makes this a most flexible solution

Precision and continuity guaranteed

•C
 lever design for maximum
efficiency, all variables can be
printed while banding

100% accuracy of print positioning is assured. The high
standard of banding performance, speed and band
tension are unaffected by the printing process.

Efficiency and savings
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Printing is immediate, so printing starts with the first band.
This means that there is no wastage and a quick start up.
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•
The Bandall and printer
function autonomously continuity is assured by
the ingenious double buffer
system
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